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Summary

Tunneling is increasingly being seen as an environmentally preferable means of providing infrastructure to densely
populated urban areas, thus posing a number of challenging conditions. The case of the Istanbul Metro line Kadikoy-Kartal,
characterized by a length of approximately 26 km of two single-track tunnels with 19 stations, conjugates the usual urban and
hydro-geological troubles with a very high seismic hazard. Historically, underground facilities have experienced a lower rate
of damage than surface structures. Nevertheless, some underground structures registered significant damages in recent large
earthquakes; the resultant database, which can be found in literature, together with the quite slight overburden of many
stretches of the metro line, impose a particular care on the verification of the vulnerability of the underground structures under
severe seismic events.
This article describes briefly the main assessments on the approaches used by engineers in quantifying the seismic effect on an
underground structure, both referring to deterministic either probabilistic methods. However, the main purpose is that of
proposing a new simplified approach to evaluate through numerical simulations the ovaling effect on tunnels’ cross sections.
This method was initially verified with the closed form solutions for circular shapes and subsequently applied to acquire the
stresses acting on the lining of tunnels characterized by complex geometries.
This study proposes a method that is as consistent as possible with the common procedures nowadays adopted to evaluate the
effect of seismic motion in tunnels. As a matter of fact, the geometry of most of the cross sections in the Istanbul Metro underground structure is not simple enough to make proper use of the closed form solutions; thus, a numerical method has to be
viewed as the only possible option to assist the design process. Nevertheless, a simple method of analysis was chosen for evaluating the ovaling effect, which takes into account the time dependent acceleration spectrum, instead of a complete coupled
analysis, which would have required too many different structures and geological conditions to optimize the time cost of the
procedure.

1. Overview of the kadikoy-kartal metro line
1.1. Istanbul city
Istanbul is a megalopolis with over 13 million
inhabitants characterized by a mixture of historic
heritage and uncontrolled urbanisation. The biggest problem of the megalopolis is its mobility, owing also to its location, divided in two by the
Bosporus, separating the Asian and the Anatolian
side (Fig. 1).
Currently, the only way of connecting directly
the two parts of the city is by its two bridges that suffer from high congestion, or, alternatively, by the
ferries crossing between the two banks of the
Bosporus. Nowadays, a development program is activated in order to facilitate the movement between
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Fig. 1 – Istanbul city plan view with evidence of new
Kadikoy-Kartal Metro Line.
Fig. 1 – Mappa della città di Istanbul con evidenziata la nuova
linea metropolitana Kadikoy-Kartal.
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the two sides. In this context the Kadikoy-Kartal
metro line will be the new backbone of Istanbul’s
public mass transport system in the Anatolian side
of the city (Fig. 1).

1.2. The metro line
The line mainly runs beneath the E-5/D100 corridor, the main urban highway linking the two parts
of the city. The line is designed to be completely underground, with an overburden varying between
25 m and 35 m. As a result, all works, including platform tunnels of the stations, have been conceived as
deep underground excavations in order to limit the
impact to the surface, including the construction of
shafts to access the excavation fronts.
The length of the line, also including the extension, is approximately 26 km, consisting of two single-track tunnels with 19 stations. Considering the
tight time schedule imposed by the Municipality,
the excavation planning foresaw three main
stretches realized by different methodologies and
contractors (AVMG – Avrasya Metro Grubu – and
Anadoluray):
– Stretch 1: Kadikoy – Kozyatagi: 9 km long (excavation technique: Tunnel Boring Machine
(TBM) – by Anadoluray);
– Stretch 2: Kozyatagi – Kartal: 13 km long (excavation technique: mined tunnels – by AVMG);
– Stretch 3: Kartal – Kaynarca: 4.5 km long (excavation technique: TBM – by AVMG).
The stations are constructed by cut and cover
technique, except for the Acibadem and Bostanci
stations that are being excavated as mined station
due to interference problems; the platforms, connection tunnels and switch tunnels are executed by
conventional tunnelling method; along the entire
line, these structures have to be realized by AVMG.
The running tunnels are excavated both by TBM
(approximately 13.5 km by two different contractors, AVMG and Anadoluray) and by conventional
method (approximately 13 km by AVMG).
GEODATA is in charge of the design of all conventional tunnelling works to be executed by AVMG
(access shaft, running tunnels, platform tunnels,
switch tunnels and connections).

1.3. Main challenges of the project
The Kadikoy-Kartal metro line was characterized by the following main design and construction
challenges:
– Urban context: heavy interferences with traffic,
utilities and buildings amongst the different underground structures;
– Geological context: characterised by complex
and heterogeneous conditions, mainly consist-
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–
–

ing of sedimentary rocks with volcanic intrusions;
Groundwater: all the structures are below the
water table and full-round waterproofing is required by Municipality;
Seismic conditions: due to the high level of seismicity of the Istanbul region the final-lining design was performed considering the seismic actions.

1.4. Tunnelling works
The line consists of two single-track running
tunnels and involves the construction of several
complex safety cross passages and train switches.
These latter works, when combined with the stationplatform tunnels, form practically large caverns,
whose cross sectional area can reach up to 175 m2.
In detail, the typical layout of the underground
works, to be excavated with conventional methods,
is characterized by the following main typologies:
– Switch tunnels: including the excavation of one
or more shafts, the shaft-access tunnel and the
switch tunnels themselves;
– Stations: including platform tunnels, connection tunnels, stair tunnels, ventilation tunnels,
ventilation shafts and other underground spaces required.
According to the design criteria, all these underground caves constructed by conventional
method should be completed before the passage of
TBMs. In addition, in some points of the alignment,
a number of further underground spaces are required, such as the Kartal node which will be the
launching spot of the TBMs; here, a big cavern has
been excavated with a sectional area of more than
200 m2.
The needed internal dimensions of the various
tunnels must be taken into account in the design
process of the project. Alternatively, depending on
the design criteria and the engineering decision
taken for each situation, the external diameters can
be defined so as to meet the project requirements.
This has led to a complex condition where more
than 15 geometrical typical sections are to be provided. Some examples of these typical sections are
shown in Figure 2. In particular, in this paper the
switch M1-M4 final structure design will be described as example of seismic resistant design with
the proposed simplified approach: the reference is
to section type T1.2 in above mentioned Figure 2.
1.5. Geological context
The Istanbul region is characterized by a well
developed, unmetamorphosed and little deformed
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Fig. 2 – Typical sections for switches and platform tunnels
Fig. 2 – Sezioni tipo per i tunnel di scambio e di piattaforma

continuous Palaeozoic sedimentary succession. The
initial part of the alignment (Kadikoy side), crosses
first the Trakya formation, then runs in a transition
in the Kartal and Kurtkoy formations, followed by
the Dolayoba formation (Fig. 3): thus the geology of
Switch M1-M4 is very variable, mainly characterized
by siltstone, sandstone and claystone. The alignment also passes through various magmatic intrusions and fault zones, which could be expected even
in the first stretch, close to this Switch.
The geological context of the Kadikoy-Kartal
alignment is composed of six main geological formations: they have been encountered by the underground works with rock types ranging from sedi-

mentary to volcanic (Tab. I). The rock masses are
characterized by high variability of the weathering
condition, from slightly weathered (W1) to completely weathered (W5) down to residual soil, as confirmed during the excavation works. In terms of engineering design criterion, the description of the
formations is briefly summarized below.
Trakya formation (greywacke-limestone): at
Kadikoy station, beginning of the alignment, this
formation is determined under the alluvium layers
and continues until the Acibadem overpass. At the
tunnel level between km 0+000 and 1+610, 1+710
and 2+745, 3+300 and 3+560, 4+050 and 4+130,
this formation intersects with the alignment. The

Fig. 3. Longitudinal geological profile and evidence of the Trakya formation which characterizes Switch M1-M4.
Fig. 3. Profilo geologico longitudinale e marcatura della Formazione “Trakya” che caratterizza lo scambio M1-M4.
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Tab. I – Detailed distribution of the formations along the alignment of Kadikoy-Kartal Metro Line.
Tab. I – Distribuzione dettagliata delle formazioni geologiche rinvenute lungo la linea Kadikoy-Kartal.

geomechanical parameters of this formation reveal
a good behaviour of the rock mass.
Kartal formation (shale-limestone): between
4+300 and 10+800 km, the Kartal formation is
stretched under the Belgrad formation and in the
east border it passes through a fault zone. This formation is highly fractured as a result of the tectonic
effects and its geomechanical parameters are very
low.
Kurtkoy formation (sandstone-conglomerate):
Kurtkoy Formation starts at approximately 10+800
km and ends at 17+260 km. Kurtkoy Formation is
evaluated with hard rock conditions as no weatherising is seen. The weatherising product of this formation is clay.
Dolayoba formation (limestone): this formation
covers the alignment between chainage 17+860
and 21+658 km. Dolayoba formation presents hard
rock conditions; however, due to the existence of
crastic voids, much more attention should be given
during the engineering design.
Alluvium soils and fills (clay, sand, gravel, fill):
this formation can be found along the whole alignment as a surface material. The low strength values
registered in those materials were taken into consideration in design process.
Magmatic rocks (andesite-diabase): the magmatic formation is found plentifully along the alignment, as indicated in the longitudinal geological
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profile (Fig. 3), and was carefully considered in design criteria.

1.6. Field Investigations and tests
The Geotechnical Investigation Works covered
all the work connected with the ground exploration
program at the various locations, including the setting out of the locations of the various exploration
points from established reference points, conducting all field investigations at site, collection of soil
and water samples, field and laboratory tests. It was
specifically recommended that, if presence of any
uncommon soil formation was noticed at site by the
Subcontractor, the same should have been brought
to the notice of the Contractor and if any additional
or new tests needed to be done, the same should
have been proposed by the Subcontractor, discussed
with the Contractor and the test taken up after obtaining the Contractor’s approval. Depending on
site conditions and requirements, the locations and
numbers of bores and tests required to be done at
site and laboratory could be altered by the Contractor, either increased in case of high variability and
risk or reduced where a good reliability on parameters was reached easily.
As for site explorations and testing, it was executed a series of about 135 exploratory bore-holes,
core drillings and rock core observations including
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rock type, hardness, surface conditions and structure conditions based on the rock jointing.
As for the rock properties, a field survey was
firstly developed in order to get as much information as possible from the various outcrops and
through the use of sonar logging and down-hole
tests. In addition to field survey, exploratory drillings have been done along the whole alignment in
order to get information from recover boxes and to
execute the following field tests at tunnels depths:
available data come from pressure meter tests,
permeability tests, piezometers and inclinometers.
As regards tests on rock cores, they were tested for
crushing strength, RQD, Joint characteristics,
orientation of joints, joint spacing, ground water
condition and RMR value was also determined.
In cohesive and semi-cohesive soils, undisturbed samples were taken in open Shelby tube
samplers and the SPT (Standard Penetration Test)
was performed at the base of bore-holes at every
change in stratum or at intervals of 1.5 m whichever
occurs earlier in both cohesive and non-cohesive
soil. Records of the level at which water was struck
were maintained and the level of any rapid inflow
was also recorded. Laboratory tests were executed
on selected samples collected from site to establish
the physical and chemical properties of soils and
their mechanical properties: index properties,
Atterberg limits, particle size analysis and silt factor,
shear tests, consolidation tests, dry density and
OMC (optimum moisture content) and chemical
analysis of soil and sub-soil water samples were
acquired.
After the geological survey, the final decision
about the location of constructions and level of the
running tunnels was taken in order to guarantee as
much as possible a rocky diving of the main structures.

2. Assessments on metro Istanbul seismic
design
It is not common practice to consider seismic
actions in tunnelling project; usually only for very
shallow underground structures (overburden height
comparable with the diameter/height of the structure) the seismic actions are considered in performing the structural design.
However, due to the high seismicity level of Istanbul (Fig. 4), it is a requirement of the Municipality that all the final linings have to be designed to resist to seismic loads. The risk of having seismic event
during the construction period of about 4 years was
not considered in the design of the temporary support.

2.1. Seismic design criteria for tunnels
Several studies have documented earthquake
damages to underground facilities: as an instance,
SHARMA and JUDD [1991] collected qualitative data
for 192 reported observations (Fig. 5) while POWER et
al., [1998] provided an extensive database with 217
case histories. Thus, in recent years, the earthquake
resistant design criteria have been revised to incorporate performance-based design both for building
and non-building structures. NEHRP (National
Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program) Recommended Provisions [2003] present criteria for the
design and construction of new structures subject to
earthquake ground motions in order to minimize
the hazard to life and to increase the expected performance of structures having a substantial public
hazard due to occupancy or use. For essential facilities, damage limitation criteria are stricter in order

1.7. Groundwater
Groundwater presents another critical issue for
some areas such as Kadikoy, where the station and
switch tunnels are located in the close vicinity of
Marmara Sea, with the rail level being at approximately 30m below the sea level. All underground
structures in the Metro alignment are designed to
be full-round waterproofed. Furthermore, in
Kadikoy area, specific materials have to be used according with the used Standard codes [Eurocodes
and Turkish codes], as previously reported; for example, the concrete used to realize the final structures of Kadikoy switch and stations (including both
the underground and cut and cover structures) was
characterised by a C35/45 grade and an exposure
class XS2 (so that avoiding potential steel corrosion
induced by the chlorides from sea water).

Fig. 4 – Historical and instrumental seismicity of the
“Straits Region” and tectonic faults [A MBRASEYS and
FINKEL, 1991].
Fig. 4 – Sismicità storica e rilevata della “Regione degli Stretti”
e faglie tettoniche [AMBRASEYS e FINKEL, 1991].
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Fig. 5 – Damage statistics [SHARMA and JUDD, 1991].
Fig. 5 – Statistiche di danno [SHARMA and JUDD,1991].

to better provide for continued functioning of the
facility.
Depending on the performance criteria, limited
structural and non-structural damage can be expected as a result of the "design ground motions".
For ground motions in excess of the design levels,
the intent of the NEHRP Provisions is for the structure to have a very low likelihood of collapse. In order to provide for a uniform margin against collapse at the design ground motion, the ground motion hazards are defined in terms of Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE) ground motion, described, statistically, at a probability of exceedance
of 2 percent in 50 years (mean return period of
about 2500 years). In regions where the seismic hazard is typically controlled by large-magnitude
events occurring on a limited number of well-defined fault systems (such as the Marmara Region) it
is considered more appropriate to directly determine maximum considered earthquake ground motions based on the characteristic earthquakes of
these defined faults and to compute the ground motion parameters through deterministic procedures.

2.2. Applicability of current codes to underground
constructions
Although the current codes for the earthquake
resistant design of transportation lifelines are not
specifically applicable to the subway systems, there
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exists merit in their evaluation regarding the risk
basis for the assessment of design basis ground motion. In this respect, the dimensioning of the final
lining of all the underground structures of this
project was done in conformity with the Eurocode 8
[CEN, 1994], that is often in strong agreement with
the Japanese Code [JRA, 1996] and the USA Codes
[AASHTO, 1996].
In all these codes, during “strong shaking”
“some” degree of damage is allowed. The definition
of “some” degree of damage generally implies flexural yielding, providing that no collapse takes place.
Japanese Code expects elastic performance under
the design earthquake, which may have a return period in the order of 75 years. A ductility check on
this design is then made assuming a much larger
earthquake with a return period of about 500 years.
The Eurocode stipulates that the function shall
be maintained, with appropriate reliability, after the
design seismic event, which corresponds to a 475year return period earthquake for bridges of average importance. For major and important bridges,
the spectral accelerations are increased by 30% over
those corresponding to the 475-year earthquake.
In AASHTO Code the definition of “strong
shaking” is taken into account for the design earthquake with a 475 year return period. Although
AASHTO does not explicitly require a two-level design, the new Caltrans/Applied Technology Council
Criteria [B UCKLE , 1996] specify design for the
“Functional Evaluation Earthquake” and the “Safety
Evaluation Earthquake” corresponding, respectively to 100 and 1000 year return periods. Caltrans
code essentially follows the ATC-32 [Improved Seismic Design Criteria for California Bridges, ATC
1996].

2.3. Kadikoy-Kartal Metro Line: Design Earthquake Ground Motions
For the seismic design of the Kadikoy-Kartal
Mass Transportation Route two levels of ground
motion are considered for earthquake resistance design purposes:
Functional Evaluation Earthquake Ground Motion (S1):
This ground motion refers to earthquakes that
can reasonably affect the transportation route at any
location during its lifetime. Considering the seismicity of the region and the importance of the tunnels, it will be prudent to assign a 50% probability of
exceedance in 50 years. This ground motion level
will also be checked with a deterministic median (50
percentile) that would result from a Mw=7.5 scenario earthquake occurring on the Main Marmara
Fault: the larger of the two assessments will be selected.
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Under exposure to this ground motion the
transportation system will be fully operational (essentially linearly elastic performance).
Safety Evaluation Earthquake Ground Motion (S2):
This ground motion can be assessed either
deterministically or probabilistically. The probabilistic ground motion for the safety evaluation
typically has a long return period (approximately
2500 years), which corresponds to 2% probability of
exceedance during 50 years. This level of ground
motion is associated with the Maximum Credible
Earthquake (MCE) which is defined as the largest
earthquake, that is capable of occurring along an
earthquake fault, based on current geologic information; this is a quite similar definition, if not
identical, to that of the NEHRP [2003].
The AGI Guidelines for geotechnical aspects of
seismic design also mention [SILVESTRI and SIMONELLI, 2005] two levels (L1 and L2) for the definition
of the design earthquake ground motions, respectively for probability of exceedence of 50% and 10%
of the reference lifetime (differently than the Italian
Code NTC 2008, which defines four levels). The
cited Authors assume a probability of 2% rather
than 10% for MCE: this choice is as well consistent
with NEHRP [2003] indications which consider that
the use of 10% may be not sufficiently conservative
in the central and eastern United States where the
earthquakes are expected to occur infrequently
compared to California.
In practice, this choice considers that the ground
motion difference between the 10 percent probability
of exceedance and the 2 percent probability of exceedance in 50 years is typically smaller in coastal
California than in less active seismic areas (such as
the eastern or central United States). The same
choice appeared adequate for the Marmara Region
in Turkey, as the experimented damages due to seismic actions on tunnels in the last few years were really
elevate: as instance, the Bolu Tunnels during the
1999 Duzce earthquake [KONTOE et al., 2008].
For the verifications, it must be considered that
under Safety Evaluation Earthquake only repairable
damage with no danger to life is allowed.

Earthquake
Level

Expected Performance
Functionality

Damage

S1

Continuous

Minimal

S2

Limited

Considerable but still
repairable

obtained in at least a few months. The “Minimal”
damage criterion refers to the nearly linear-elastic
response. To meet the performance criteria required under the S1 earthquake, the “Response
Modification Factor” (damping factor of the structures) should not exceed 2 [CALTRANS, 1999]. The
“Repairable” Damages should be repaired with
minimum effects on functionality. The “Considerable” damages should not cause total collapse and
loss of life.
These S1 and S2 levels of ground motion were
originally quantified in frequency domain using the
standardized response spectral shape of NEHRP,
2003 or IBC, 2006 in terms of the short-period
(0.2s) and 1s-period spectral amplitudes at NEHRP
B/C site class boundary. The site dependent spectrum was then generated using the NEHRP Site
Class definitions and the associated spectral site amplification factors [ERDIK et al., 2008].
The standard shape of the response spectrum
was taken equal to the so-called “Uniform Hazard
Response Spectrum” provided in IBC [2006] and
NEHRP [2003] Provisions. This spectrum is approximated with the site-specific short-period (SS)
and medium-period (S1) spectral accelerations as
illustrated in Figure 6.
2.5. Marmara region Earthquake hazard
The active fault system located in the Marmara Sea is considered as the main seismic-tectonic source that would affect the Istanbul

2.4. Expected performance levels under design
ground motions
The performance levels expected under S1 and
S2 ground motions are defined below:
“Continuous Functionality” performance criterion refers to the uninterrupted service of the structure immediately after an earthquake. On the other
hand, the “Limited Functionality” performance criterion will guarantee only limited use a few days after an earthquake. Full functionality is aimed to be

Fig. 6 – The design response spectrum.
Fig. 6 – Spettro di risposta di progetto.
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Fig. 7 – Site dependent Spectral Accelerations (T=0.2 sec,
Ss) with 50% probability of exceedance in 50 years [KOERI,
2006].
Fig. 7 – Distribuzione spaziale in sito delle accelerazioni spettrali
(Ss, con T=0.2 sec) con il 50% di probabilità di superamento in
un periodo di ritorno di 50 anni. [KOERI, 2006].

Kadikoy - Kartal Railed Mass Transportation System. The fault segmentation model developed
for the Marmara Region is presented above in
Figure 4.
In Istanbul, earthquake records spanning two
millennia indicate that, on average, at least one
medium intensity (I o =VII-VIII) earthquake has
affected the city every 50 years [A MBRASEYS and
FINKEL, 1991]. The average return period for high
intensity (Io=VIII-IX) events has been 300 years.
Figure 4 also presents the macro-seismic epicenters of the large historical earthquakes occurred in
the Marmara Region as well as the seismic activity
of the 20th century.
Based on the characteristic type earthquake
occurrences on the North Anatolian Fault and conditional earthquake probabilities, time dependent
probabilistic seismic hazard assessment results (assuming non-poissonian model) have been used for
the determination of the seismic hazard. The
methodology used in the hazard assessment is essentially taken from the earthquake hazard assessment study conducted for Marmara region [ERDIK
et al., 2008].
Site dependent Spectral Accelerations (T=0.2
sec and 1.0 sec, Ss and S1 respectively) with 50% and
2% probabilities of exceedance in 50 years were
evaluated for the whole area and an example of
those charts is presented in Figure 7.

alignment (apparent velocity of propagation) and
the peak ground velocity are the two important parameters that control wavelength and amplitude.
The maximum ground curvature will be equal to the
second derivative of the transverse displacement
with respect to distance and is controlled by the
peak ground acceleration transverse to the direction of wave propagation and the apparent velocity
of propagation. In present section, the most common methods to evaluate the effects of ground motion on underground structures will be briefly summarized.

3.1. Ground deformation approach
The general procedure for seismic design of
tunnel structures is based primarily on the ground
deformation approach. During earthquakes, tunnel
structures are assumed to move together with the
surrounding soil media. The structures, therefore,
are designed to accommodate the deformations
imposed by the ground. However, the effects of soil
structure interaction can play an important role in
the seismic response of tunnel or over buried
structures, particularly when the structure is
surrounded by soft media (such as the case for an
immersed tunnel) and therefore should be
considered in the analysis. Furthermore, for tunnel
structures with considerable structural discontinuities (such as joints between tunnel segments and
between the tunnel and the station structure)
detailed evaluations have to be given to the effects
of these discontinuities on the earthquake resistance
of the tunnel.

3. General seismic design procedures

Spatially Varying Ground Motion Time Histories:
Due to the relevant length of the structures, the
effect of spatial variations of ground motions is an
important factor to be considered for the proposed
tunnel structures. The wave-passage effect results
from different arrivals of seismic waves at different
parts of the structure. The wave-passage effect can
be accounted for by assuming a time lag of the
ground motion time histories between any two locations along the tunnel alignment. This time lag is
calculated by dividing the distance between the two
locations by the horizontal wave travelling velocity
(projected along the tunnel alignment, the so-called
apparent velocity).

The ground strain and the curvature due to
wave propagation influence the response of the tunnels. The motion of the soil particle depends on the
type of waves, but can always be resolved into a longitudinal and transverse component with respect to
the tunnel and immersed tube axis. The propagation velocity of the body and surface waves along the

Ground Failure:
Stability of ground surrounding the tunnel
structures shall be considered in the design. The
surrounding ground includes natural and backfill
earth mass located within a zone that may influence
the performance of the tunnel during and after
earthquakes. For the Kadikoy-Kartal Mass transpor-
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3.2. Application of the free-field shear deformation
method
The methodology of the seismic loading design has to incorporate the additional loading imposed by ground shaking and deformation. In
general seismic design, loads for tunnel are characterized in terms of deformations and strains imposed on the structure by the surrounding
ground, based on their mutual interaction. To describe the procedure used to compute deformations and force corresponding to the three deformations modes, two design approaches have been
introduced as:
Fig. 8 – Primary deformation modes of tunnels due to
seismic shaking [OWEN and SCHOLL, 1981].
Fig. 8 – Principali modi di deformazione delle gallerie sotto sollecitazione sismica [OWEN e SCHOLL, 1981].

tation Route, the ground failure as a result of seismic shaking may include liquefaction and slope stability (landslides occurrence was often verified with
pseudo-static methods). However, the focus of the
paper is only on the underground structures crossing rock formations.
Earthquake resistant design for buried structure:
In all cases the earthquake excitation can be
represented by a vertical propagating - horizontally
polarized - shear wave incident from the engineering bedrock (check NEHRP B/C boundary).
An underground tunnel structure undergoes
three primary modes of deformation during seismic
shaking (Fig. 8):
–
–
–

ovaling deformation;
axial deformation;
curvature deformation.

The ovaling deformation is caused primarily by
seismic waves propagating perpendicular to the
tunnel longitudinal axis. The axial and curvature
deformations are induced by components of seismic
waves that propagate along the longitudinal axis
and/or by spatially varying ground motions resulting from local soil/site effects. Wave propagation
strains tend to be most pronounced at the junctions
of dissimilar buried structures (such as tunnel connecting with a building) or at the interfaces of different geologic materials (such as passing from rock to
soft soil).

– Free-field deformation approach [WANG, 1993;
POWER et al., 1998; HASHASH et al., 2001]
– Soil- structure interaction approach
In free-field deformation approach, the ground
deformation caused by seismic waves is assumed to
occur in the absence of structures or excavations.
Theses deformations ignore the interaction between the underground structure and the surrounding ground, but can provide a first-order estimate of
the anticipated deformation of the structure. The
closed form elastic solution results in combined axial and curvature deformations, assuming the tunnel as an elastic beam and maximum strain at critical incidence angle. The advantages and disadvantages of this method have been reported by WANG
[1993]. The presence of an underground structure
modifies the free-field ground deformations; thus, a
method based on soil-structure interaction is required. This solution uses the beam-on-elastic foundation approach that is used to model (quasi-static)
soil-structure interaction effects. Under seismic
loading, the cross-section of a tunnel experiences
axial bending and shear strains due to free-field axial curvature and shear deformations as illustrated
in Figure 9.
The closed form solutions for estimating
ground-structure interaction for tunnels are generally based on the assumption that:
– the shape of the tunnel is circular;
– the ground is an infinite, elastic, homogeneous,
isotropic medium;
– the circular lining is generally an elastic, thin
walled tube under plane strain conditions;
– full-slip or no-slip conditions exist along the interface between the ground and the lining;
– loading conditions are simulated as external
loading.
The following chapter describes the approach
adopted for the simulation of the seismic effects taking the advantage of using numerical analysis in or-
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analyzed tunnels and underground tunnels in Istanbul: after an evaluation of the expected shear
deformation on the structure in free field conditions, it was applied to the numerical model in order to reproduce the ovaling of the lining. Finally,
dimensioning and verification of the steel reinforced structures had been made by an application
of Eurocode coefficients to the stresses evaluated in
the analysis.

4.1. Evaluation of the maximum shear deformation
in free field condition
The applied methodology foresaw the application of a deformation to the ground so as to deform
the underground structures and obtain the stresses
acting in the final lining in case of a seismic event.
As for the aforementioned approach, from the
value of the short period spectral acceleration SS, it
is possible to obtain the Peak Ground Acceleration
(PGA, here agR) by the Equation (1), according to
the aforementioned Seismic Report of Bogazici
University:
agR=40%SS

Fig. 9 – Induced forces and moments caused by seismic
waves [POWER et al., 1996], (a) Induced forces and moments
caused by waves propagating along tunnel axis. (b) Induced circumferential forces and bending moments caused
by waves propagating perpendicular to tunnel axis.
Fig. 9 – Forze e momenti indotti dalle onde sismiche [POWER et
al., 1996]. (a) Forze e momenti determinati da onde sismiche che
si propagano parallele all’asse della galleria. (b) Forze e momenti
circonferenziali causati da onde ortogonali all’asse.

der to overcome some limitations related to the
complex geometry of tunnel sections, as shown in
previous chapters.

4. Adopted seismic design procedures
The approach used to examine the effect of the
seismic actions on the tunnel stability is the freefield shear deformation method [W ANG , 1993;
POWER et al., 1998; HASHASH et al., 2001], which represent the most conservative condition. This approach assumes that the deformation of the structure should conform to the deformation of the soil
in the free-field under the design earthquakes (S1
and S2).
This section of the paper presents the methodology applied to evaluate the ovaling effect on the
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(1)

The PGA (or agR) needs to be defined starting
from the spectral value Ss: This is a peculiarity due
to the fact that the regional hazard maps were not
delivered directly in terms of PGA and it is not the
procedure which would be followed, for instance,
according to the Italian hazard maps of PGA. It
must be highlighted that agR is the PGA at a rigid
bedrock, otherwise the application of the soil factor
S according to EC8 (cfr. Eq. 2) is not valid.
The design basis ground motion parameters to
be used in the earthquake resistant design of the
tunnels will be stipulated as follow:
– the Ss values used into the analyses for the S1
(Functional Evaluation) Level earthquake were
obtained from “Ss deterministic Median” values
for each borehole or station location.
– The SS values used into the analyses for the S2
(Safety Evaluation) Level earthquake were obtained from “Ss - 2475 years” values for each
borehole or station location.
The site-specific Peak Ground Acceleration
(amax,s) is given by the Equation (2), where S is the
soil factor, defined in terms of the ground type [Eurocode 8]:
amax,s = S· agR

(2)

The value of S, suggested in Eurocode 8, is
based on the types of elastic response spectra. In Tables II the S values are characterized by Mw<5.5
and Mw>5.5, respectively:
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Tab. IIa – Values of the parameters describing the recommended Type 1 elastic response spectra [Eurocode].
Tab. IIa – Valori dei parametri descrittivi dello spettro di risposta
elastico per il Tipo di terreno 1 [Eurocodice].

Tab. IV – Ratios of pick ground velocity to pick ground acceleration in different grounds and for increasing sourceto-site distance [POWER et al. 1996].
Tab. IV – Rapporto fra velocità ed accelerazione sismica di picco
per diversi materiali a diverse distanze dalla sorgente della sollecitazione sismica [POWER et al. 1996].

Tab. IIb – Values of the parameters describing the recommended Type 2 elastic response spectra [Eurocode].
Tab. IIb – Valori dei parametri descrittivi dello spettro di risposta
elastico per il Tipo di terreno 2 [Eurocodice].

Tab. III – Ratios of ground motion (C) at tunnel depth to
motion at ground surface [POWER et al. 1996].
Tab. III – Coefficiente riduttivo (C) dell’accelerazione del terreno
con la profondità del tunnel [POWER et al. 1996].

tance from the seismic source, as shown in Equations (4) and (5):
(4)
Vs=k· az,max

– Table II.a refer to conditions characterized by
Mw < 5.5
– Table II.b refer to conditions characterized by
Mw > 5.5
In order to consider the depth of the tunnels, a
simplified procedure [HASHASH et al., 2001] was considered to define the peak acceleration at the depth
of the tunnel az,max: this consists in the determination of a reduction coefficient C for the peak acceleration on the surface depending on the depth of
the tunnel (Tab. III) as for Equation (3):
az,max = C· amax,s

(3)

where az,max is the peak acceleration at the depth of
the tunnel.
The value of az,max is used to determine the γmax
(maximum shear deformation in free-field condition) from the peak ground velocity Vs (Tab. III)
that is a function of earthquake magnitude and dis-

(5)

where k is the ratio of peak ground velocity to peak
ground acceleration, obtained from Table IV; Cs is
the apparent propagation velocity of S-wave and it
was assumed (along the entire alignment) equal to
2km/s, according with the prescription given by
ERDIK et al. [2008].
Moreover, although the value of 2km/s for Cs
could appear very high, an evidence of this assumption was also reported by MINDEVALLI and MITCHEL in
[1989], where it is suggested in case of strong
ground motions for similar rock formations. To be
consistent with this value (the unique value for the
whole stretch) a ground type A (bedrock) and hence
S=1 was assumed everywhere.
The apparent propagation velocity of S-wave
(Cs), in fact, is not necessarily equal to the real propagation velocity; in fact, several authors [O’ROURKE
and LIU, 1999; POWER et al., 1996; PAOLUCCI and PITILAKIS, 2007] have suggested values between 1 and
5km/s.
The value of γmax corresponds to the maximum
horizontal displacement imposed in the numerical
model, calculated as per Equation (6):
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(6)
where hmod is the height of the model and Δxmax is
the horizontal displacement applied to the model.
In this way, Δxmax is obtained applying to the
sides of the model punctual forces in order to generate a rotation of the entire model (Fig. 10) and
consequently the ovaling effect of the excavation
boundary, as shown in Figure 11. Results will be
deeply discussed in following paragraphs, but it is
already possible to appreciate how the deformed
shape is similar to the theoretical approach.
With this methodology, it was possible to find
the stresses, due to the ovaling deformations, acting
on the underground final structures for the cases of
the design earthquakes. In order to verify also the
axial and the curvature deformations (usually these
effects are secondary in respect of the ovaling ones),
it was accepted to use the analytical closed-form solution [BARLA et al., 2008]. The estimated deformations allowed to define the thickness of the move-

Fig. 10 – Numerical model for the application of the FreeField Shear Deformations Method.
Fig. 10 – Modello numerico per l’applicazione del Metodo delle
Deformazioni di Taglio Puro in Campo Libero.

Fig. 11 – Ovaling Effect of the excavation boundary.
Fig. 11 – Effetto di ovalizzazione della sezione di scavo.
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Fig. 12 – A typical movement joint, filled with mineral
wool, between final lining blocks.
Fig. 12 – Esempio tipologico di un giunto di movimento, riempito con lana di roccia, fra getti di rivestimento definitivo.

ment joints with the specific function to absorb the
seismic deformations (Fig. 12).

4.2. Modelling of the ovaling effect with finite elements analysis
A series of computational analyses using finite
element code (Phase2 - v6, RocScience) were performed in order to verify the proposed procedure in
the previous section and to properly calibrate the
model, so to get same results for a circular shaped
tunnel as from simplified methods with closed form
solutions [BARLA et al., 1986; WANG, 1993; BOBET,
2003; CORIGLIANO et al., 2008].
The mesh and the lining-ground system used in
these analyses are shown in Figure 10. The assumptions made for these analyses include the following:
– Plane-strain model with no gravity loading was
performed.
– No water pressure and no flow boundary conditions were assumed in the model.
– Seismic shear wave loading is simulated by pure
shear conditions, through a “trial and error procedure”, by applying horizontal line-forces to
the upper and lower external boundaries of the
model, thus checking whether the obtained horizontal displacement Δxmax was the desired one
or further analyses were required to achieve it.
The Authors verified, in fact, that the direct application of the displacement field to the mesh
rather than a force distribution could not allow
a proper evaluation of the real effects in terms
of stresses on the tunnel lining.
– In order to make possible the rigid distortion of
the model and to create a pure shear condition,
high strength liners were modelled at the vertical external borders and a hinge was created on
both sides at an height of h/2. Hinges were introduced in order to create a proper restraint
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–

–

–
–

–

that could avoid numerical errors due to eventual fictitious horizontal translations.
As the geometry of the cross sections (particularly of the switches, exemplified in this article) is
not regular, no advantage of the anti-symmetric
loading conditions could be taken, thus the entire lining/ground system was analysed.
Lining was modelled by a series of continuous
flexural beam elements of linear elasticity, as
described below. The hypothesis of an elastic
dominion for the structure even in the case of
the S2 seismic condition is a conservative way to
take into account the difficult evaluation of the
activation and evolution of plastic hinges.
Due to its high stiffness, subsoil layers were
modelled as a linear elastic homogeneous and
isotropic material.
No-slip condition along the lining-ground interface is assumed as it is recognised the most
suitable for rock formations and for a proper
simulation of waterproofing.
Mechanical parameters implemented in the
model were derived directly from the information given by field tests and laboratory studies
on the specimens taken from the boreholes: unfortunately, specific values from dynamic tests
could not be obtained along the whole alignment, thus a number of correlations found in literature were considered and compared: as for
the elastic modulus, Stacy correlation was
adopted and a ratio Edyn /E static =2 was used,
with: Edyn = dynamic modulus of the equivalent
material used for numerical analyses and Estatic
= elastic Young modulus measured with site
testing (pressure-meter) on the rock mass.

The need of an approximation to static testing
results was required, thus giving characteristics for
the ground and the structural lining which are
rather cautelative. In fact, as per the equivalent
ground properties, considering the Poisson coefficient and the good quality of most of all rock masses
hosting the biggest structures such as the M1-M4
switch, a little difference between dynamic and static
stiffness was expected.
Furthermore, through simple considerations
on the seismic waves’ expected amplitude and frequency, on the confining pressure at tunnel depth,
on the pore pressure distribution, on the little hysteretic damping of similar formations and on the
geometry of the studied cross-sections, it was ensured that a little increase in the elastic modulus
could have determined not much higher values than
reality of bending moments and normal forces on
the lining because of a reduced ratio between the
stiffness of the ground and of the structure. However, as no coefficient to increase actions in the
model was adopted, in behalf of safety, for the veri-

fications, this increase in stresses was interpreted as
acceptable if compared with reality and it was deliberately kept in all analyses in order to take into account the models’ uncertainties linked to the previously mentioned approximations.
Some more words should be spent as to describe the final lining modelling. The final lining
was simulated trough elastic material elements and
beam elements (“Equivalent Axis Beam Method”).
The forces acting on the final lining were obtained directly adopting this methodology which
foresee to define, on the axis line of the final lining,
a number of beam elements characterized by:
Beam thickness = thickness of the final lining.
Beam modulus = concrete modulus divided by
a factor of scale F, with F=1010.
Due to their very low stiffness values, the beam
elements deform as the final lining material (without interfering with the stress and strain fields inside the final lining material elements).
The stress values obtained on the beam elements are scaled by a factor equal to F, so that, when
coming to the dimensioning phase, it is necessary to
multiply them by the same factor in order to obtain
a proper verification.
A short description of this method is shown in
Figure 13.
The main advantages of this methodology are
summarized below:
– more homogeneous and more detailed results
for the final lining stresses;

Fig. 13 – Equivalent Axis Beam Method for the final lining of Metro Istanbul – Kadikoy-Kartal line.
Fig. 13 – Metodo della trave equivalente nel suo asse per il rivestimento definitivo della linea Kadikoy-Kartal della Metropolitana di Istanbul.
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Tab. V – Numerical analysis typologies.
Tab. V – Tipologie di analisi numeriche.

Tab. VI – Loading combinations.
Tab. VI – Combinazioni di carico.
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The structural verifications are performed according to EN 1992 [Eurocode 2] for Ultimate Limit
State (U.L.S.) and Serviceability Limit State (S.L.S.),
except for the seismic case in which this last one is
not required. The structural analyses were performed in order to demonstrate the final lining adequateness in terms of geometry, thickness and reinforcement.
Structural verification for Ultimate Limit State
(U.L.S.)
As for the U.L.S. verifications, factor α – a
parameter that takes into account the effects of long
duration loads – is considered to be equal to
0.85[EC2, paragraph 3.1.6].
The magnitude of bending moments, axial
forces and shear forces were determined by numerical analyses after applying the pounded water load
in order to simulate the long term conditions. The
axial force, bending moment and shear force values,
which were obtained directly from the numerical
analyses, were multiplied by a factor γG, as shown in
Equations (7):
Nd=γG·Nk

– possibility to verify quicker all the beams (ensuring that all the final lining is verified);
– axial force (N), bending moment (M) and thrust
force (V) are obtained directly from the analyses
avoiding results integration, which often induces many mistakes;
– possibility to plot directly the values of N, M and
V: in this way a quick visual check of the forces
and bending moments distribution is possible.

Md=γG·Mk
Vd=γG·Vk

For the bending moment - axial force verification, the resistance envelope for the final lining is
obtained according with Formulations (8) and (9):
(8)

4.3. Dimensioning and verifications on the final lining
The numerical analyses have been chosen to dimension the final lining in static and seismic conditions with and without water pressure.
In order to verify the final lining under static
and seismic loading conditions, different loading
combinations have been investigated through FEM
and structural numerical simulations, with the hyperstatic reaction method.
Three typologies of numerical analyses have
been performed, as shown in Table V. It must be underlined that analysis C has been carried out with
two different seismic conditions (called S1 and S2).
Table VI shows the six different loading combinations based on the previously mentioned analyses. In the seismic conditions, the internal forces obtained from A (or B) simulations have been summed
to the internal forces obtained from C_S1 (or C_S2)
analysis, as for the common known method of superposition of the effects of the actions.
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(7)

(9)
Where:

α is the above described a factor taking into account effects of long duration loads (= 0.85);

γc is a resistance reduction factor for the concrete;

γs is a resistance reduction factor for the steel.

The aformentioned factors were selected differently for actions and resistances depending on the
condition considered: Static, Seismic S1 or Seismic
S2.
Refer to Table VII in order to review a summary
of the considered input data for the S.L.U. verifications and all the corresponding adopted coefficients.
Structural verification for Serviceability Limit State
(S.L.S.)
For the S.L.S., the structural analyses consist in
verifying that the width of the crack w is less than 0.3
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Tab. VII – Summary of the considered input data and factors for the Ultimate Limit State verifications.
Tab. VII – Quadro sinottico dei dati di input e dei coefficienti necessari per le verifiche a Stato Limite Ultimo.

mm. In the same way, the maximum stress must be
always lower than the allowable stress for concrete
and steel.
In detail, the maximum compressive stress for
the concrete and for the steel is obtained as:
fc,SLS =06 ·fck [EC2, paragraph 7.2]
fc,SLS =08 ·fyk [EC2, paragraph 7.2]
For the seismic condition, the S.L.S. verification
is not required, so that it will not be shown in this article, but it was necessary to verify the Static conditions of the final lining.

5. The application case: switch M1-M4
5.1. The case-study: Kadikoy switch (M1-M4)
The case study is a complex underground
structure, lying just parallel to the sea side on the
Anatolian part of Istanbul. The cave hosts the connection between the first station of Kadikoy-Kartal
metro line and the running tunnels: a switch on the
rail is required in order to allow coaches to invert
drive direction, thus requiring a huge “gabarit”
and consequently a wider cross section than the
one of the standard line. Furthermore, its geometry is irregular, characterized by a polycentric
edge, with a span of about 17,5 meters and a total
maximum height of about 12 meters: the invert
thickness, after the dimensioning, was optimized
to reach a maximum thickness of less than 160 centimetres.
As for the seismic analysis, a summary of the results obtained as per procedure illustrated in chapter 4, is in Table VIII.
5.2. Geological features and geomechanical properties
The Switch M1-M4 is located between kilometres 0+442.373km and 0+604.833km, where the

Fig. 14 – Left: the outcrop of the Trakya formation- view
at the Mostra Middle - thick Layered Sandstone. Right:
Trakya formation viewed at the face of the access tunnel
of shaft S1D.
Fig. 14 – Sinistra: affioramento della formazione Trakya presso
il Mostra Middle – sottile strato di arenaria. Destra: l’ammasso
Trakya al fronte del tunnel di accesso al pozzo S1D.

main rock medium is the so-called Trakya Formation. This formation is found under the superficial
alluvium layers.
The Trakya formation stands for Greenish gray
colour, brown in weathered zone, local lenticular
gravel and sandstone stratum formation named by
Kaya in 1978. It is generally comprised by shales
with tiny layer and parallel lamination. In this shales
at various stratigraphical levels there exist yellowish
brown sandstone, gravelly sandstone and lenticular
gravel formations. The thickness of sandstones varies between 10 cm and 250 cm. Bottom surfaces of
these are sharp, weathered and above these levels
fossils and base structures with type of flames are
seen. These properties evidence that intermediate
sandstone layers were settled down by turbid flows.
In the piling above, thickness and number of sandstone intermediate layers increase. Besides, at the
top section, various levels of lenticular gravels exist.
The general outlook of Trakya formation is represented in Figure 14.
According to the information of geological and
geomechanical reports and profiles, the alluvium
soils and fills (clay, sand, gravel, fill) can also be
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Tab. VIII – Summary of the results obtained from seismic analysis method as input data for the numerical model.
Tab. VIII – Quadro sinottico dei risultati ottenuti dall’analisi sismica relativa ai parametri del modello numerico.

Tab. IX – Geomechanical characteristics of the ground
layers in which the switch M1-M4 was excavated and built.
Tab. IX – Caratterizzazione geomeccanica delle formazioni in
cui lo scambio M1-M4 è stato costruito.

Fig. 15 – Representation of the longitudinal model for the
M1-M4 switch with over-lying geological formations.
Fig. 15 – Rappresentazione del profilo longitudinale dello
scambio M1-M4 con le formazioni geologiche sovrastanti.

found in Trakya formation as a sub-formation (near
surface material). In addition, the magmatic rocks
(andesite-diabase) are also found place to place
along the alignment in Trakya formation (check
Fig. 3).
Figure 15 illustrates the longitudinal profile of
the geological formations over switch tunnel M1M4. In this case, the position of the switch coincides
with the explanatory boreholes KKS17B, KKS1,
KKS1A, KKS18, whose information can be used as
the exact data for design of switch and are reported
in Table X.
Table IX summarizes the synthesis of the geomechanical characteristics of the various types of
ground layers indicated in Figure 15. According to
the borehole logging data and to core boxes little
recovering ratio, a quite poor ground condition is
expected and its geomechanical characteristics are
highlighted.
The value of cohesion for Trakya formation
was derived from the statistical analysis of logging
of the boreholes KKS17B, KKS1, KKS1A, KKS18
(reported in in Tab. X), while the value of cohesion
was obtained from empirical equation of HOEK et
al. [2002] for tunnel applications.

5.3. The change of lay-out and its positive effects
The interferences between excavation works
(mined tunnels and cut and cover structures) and
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Tab. X – Logging of the Boreholes # KKS17A, KKS1,
KKS1A, KKS1B: geomechanical characterization
Tab. X – Risultati ottenuti dai fori di sondaggio # KKS17A,
KKS1, KKS1A, KKS1B: caratterizzazione geomeccanica.

existing structures (buildings, public utilities and
motorway) presented specific critical problems,
sometimes also due to the fact that the tender design was not well-defined in all its aspects, which involved even the revision of the functional layout. In
fact, it had been necessary to perform a complete revision of the functional design of the Kadikoy switch
(M1-M4), in order to minimize the impact of the
works at the surface level and to grant the feasibility
of the underground structures.
In accordance with the tender design, the switch
underground structures had to be realized through
the excavation of 5 T-type tunnels (Fig. 16); a thorough study [RUSSO et al., 2007; RUSSO et al., 2009] of
this lay-out pointed out several problems, both in
the underground space and at the surface level, that
might have arisen if the M1-M4 structures were excavated according to the Tender Design lay-out:
– impossibility to operate from the surface to
grout the weak rock mass (Trakya formation)
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Fig. 16 – Kadikoy switch in accordance with the tender design.
Fig. 16 – Scambio di Kadikoy come da progetto a base di gara.

Fig. 17 – Kadikoy switch revised design.
Fig. 17 – Variante di progetto dello scambio di Kadikoy.

due to the interference with public utilities and
the impossibility to stop the traffic;
– a resulting uncertainty in the stability of the pillars between the underground structures, due to
the development of very extended plastic zones
that lead to the necessity of considering it as a
single very large cavern;
– unacceptable expected large displacements in
the tunnels and settlements at utilities and surface structures.
The result of this deep functional revision was
an optimised design providing a new layout. Some
critical issues are summarized just below:
– The Tender Design provision for Switch M1-M4
was 5 “T-type” tunnels disposed at a diamond
pattern, in addition to the two running tunnels,
thus causing an overall disturbance and lowering of the rock mass characteristics.
– In the revised layout (Fig. 17) only one “T1.2
type” tunnel was necessary (incorporating the
running tunnels) with a total length of approximately 90m, which is much shorter than the to-

tal length of the tunnels of the Tender Design
(approximately 200m).
– The new lay-out avoided thin pillars in underground, thus minimizing the disturbing effects
due to their excavation.
In addition to the extensive optimisation of the
lay-out, the primary objective to minimise settlements and their associated risk has led to the adoption of a sequential excavation technique for the
cavern with use of grouting from inside the first
side-drift in order to limit the effects of rock mass
relaxation: various numerical analyses were performed to support this design choice (Figs. 18-19).
Excavation works, according to the revised design of Kadikoy Switch, began in January 2009 and
were successfully completed at the end of June
2009, with minimal displacements inside the tunnel
and settlements on the surface. The entire excavation process was followed by Geodata Site Team
(Fig. 20) ensuring design optimization (where and
when possible) and a continuous check of the available monitoring data that were constantly in line
with the values predicted by the design calculation.

Fig. 18 – Kadikoy switch revised design – Numerical analysis and definition of the building risk categories.
Fig. 18 – Variante di progetto dello scambio di Kadikoy – Analisi numeriche e categorie di danno per gli edifici.
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Fig. 19 – Rock support class adopted for Kadikoy switch.
Fig. 19 – Classe di supporto della roccia adottata per la galleria di scambio di Kadikoy.

Fig. 20 – Kadikoy switch underground structures – completed excavation of the upper portion, before benching.
Fig. 20 – Strutture in sotterraneo dello scambio di Kadikoy –
completamento dello scavo della parte superiore prima dello scavo dell’arco rovescio.

5.4. Results of the analyses and dimensioning
In the case of Switch M1-M4 final structures, a
seismic resistant design was performed, giving to
the structures the necessary safety requirements as
per Eurocodes.
Numerical analyses were carried out in order to
find the stresses acting in M1-M4 final lining according with the seismic design. Figure 21 shows the
three parts in which the lining can be divided, in order to be consistent with the homogeneity of thickness (Fig. 22) and/or of stress patterns:
– Crown
– Sidewalls
– Invert
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Fig. 21 – Identification of the main areas of the lining as
for an homogeneous distribution of steel reinforcement.
Fig. 21 – Identificazione delle aree principali del rivestimento ai
fini di un’omogenea distribuzione di armatura.

In the subsequent figures the results of the numerical analyses are shown. In details, Figure 23
represents axial force (N) - positive values correspond to compressive forces -, bending moment
(M) and shear forces (V) in the final lining for the
two seismic cases: S1 and S2. It can be noticed how
the effects of an earthquake of larger time of occurrence can be almost double in terms of forces
and moments. This result was expected from a
(pseudo)-static application of an almost double
distortion to a linear elastic system. In the reality,
the dynamic behaviour of an elastic-visco-plastic
system may be different [A MOROSI and B OLDINI ,
2009].
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Fig. 22 – Thickness of the Final Lining.
Fig. 22 – Spessore del rivestimento definitivo.

The earthquake level S2 in some other cases,
when its effects are superposed to the static analyses
results (without groundwater presence), gives some
tensile force in correspondence of the upper part of
the sidewalls, thus specific reinforcements is prescribed in these zones of the tunnel. Figures 24 and
25 show, as an instance, the combination between
the results of static analysis without water presence
and the ones of the seismic numerical modeling for
cases S1 and S2 as for Normal Forces, Bending Moments and Shear Forces.
All the load combinations (static and seismic,
with and without water load) were verified and the
reinforced concrete was dimensioned according
with the prescription given by Eurocodes and
Turkish Standards. Moreover, the proximity of the
sea determines a water table which is very salty and
leads to the need of special verifications and, as for
Eurocode 2 requirements, the use of concrete class
higher than everywhere else (Rck 45).
Figures 26, 27 and 28, to conclude, only
present an example of the ULS verification of the
final lining along the crown, the sidewalls and the
invert, joining together in the same graph different beams in which the lining is modelled depending on their thickness. Figure 21 shows the areas
which are homogeneous as for the lining thickness
in order to gather together in same graphs the different verifications of crown (Fig. 26) and sidewalls
(Fig. 27). As for the invert, otherwise, the different
thickness at each position of this structure brings to
the need of verifying one by one all the different
beams, as clearly shown in Figure 28.
Besides, according to the contents of the article,
in those figures there is only the “axial-force/bending moment” verification carried out for the load
combinations shown in Figures 24 and 25, in both
the seismic cases S1 and S2. As for the “shear verification”, instead, the maximum shear force between
the static and seismic conditions had been verified
in each section of the final lining. From the result of

Fig. 23 – Seismic results as for Normal Forces, Bending
Moments and Shear Forces respectively from top to bottom – comparison between S1 and S2 seismic events.
Fig. 23 – Risultati dell’analisi sismica in termini di Forze Assiali, Momenti Flettenti e Forze di Taglio dall’alto in basso – confronto fra gli eventi sismici S1 ed S2.

structural analyses it’s possible to define the quantity of reinforcing steel for the concrete sections of
the final lining (refer to Chapter 4).
The results of the numerical analyses confirmed the adequacy of concrete and steel characteristics. The maximum stresses and deformation of
the final lining are acceptable in each section of this
switch and as per figures and values above presented the final lining was verified.

6. Conclusions
Istanbul Metro has been a successful experience
of design-construction of large-scale infrastructure
projects in a complex and dense urban context. Despite the presence of significant constraints and de-
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Fig. 24 – Combination between results of static analysis
without water presence and seismic numerical modeling
for case S1 in terms of Normal Forces, Bending Moments
and Shear Forces respectively from top to bottom.
Fig. 24 – Sovrapposizione degli effetti fra i risultati dell’analisi
statica senza presenza di falda e di quella sismica in termini di
Forze Assiali, Momenti Flettenti e Forze di Taglio dall’alto in
basso, rispettivamente, per il caso S1.

Fig. 25 – Combination between results of static analysis
without water presence and seismic numerical modeling
for case S2 in terms of Normal Forces, Bending Moments
and Shear Forces respectively from top to bottom.
Fig. 25 – Sovrapposizione degli effetti fra i risultati dell’analisi
statica senza presenza di falda e di quella sismica in termini di
Forze Assiali, Momenti Flettenti e Forze di Taglio dall’alto in
basso, rispettivamente, per il caso S2.

manding contractual terms, a significant revision of
the tender design including modifications in the
alignment, layout and position of the stations was
made. Furthermore, despite various difficulties in organising the construction sites, more than 70 conventional excavation fronts have been working simultaneously in the city, involving only local manpower.
The challenge of a seismic-resistant design was
obliged by the location of the city, close to active
faults. Historically, underground facilities have experienced a lower rate of damage than surface structures. Nevertheless, some underground structures

were significantly damaged in recent strong earthquakes, including the 1995 Kobe, Japan earthquake, the 1999 Chi-Chi, Taiwan earthquake and
the 1999 Kocaeli, Turkey earthquake.
For this reason, specific numerical analyses and
calculation methodologies were implemented, even if
not commonly used in tunnelling design, in order to
reach the safety requirements demanded for the
Kadikoy-Kartal metro line. In general, seismic design
loads for underground structures are characterized in
terms of the deformations and strains imposed on the
structure by the surrounding ground, often due to the
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Fig. 26 – Seismic condition B+C_S2 – Crown and upper sidewalls – Bending moment / Axial force verification.
Fig. 26 – Combinazione di carico sismico B+C_S2 – Calotta e Spalla del tunnel – verifica a Sforzo Assiale/Momento Flettente.

Fig. 27 – Seismic condition B+C_S2 – Lower sidewalls – Bending moment / Axial force verification.
Fig. 27 – Combinazione di carico sismico B+C_S2 – Rene del tunnel – verifica a Sforzo Assiale/Momento Flettente.

Fig. 28 – Seismic condition B+C_S2 – Invert – Bending moment / Axial force verification.
Fig. 28 – Combinazione di carico sismico B+C_S2 – Arco rovescio del tunnel – verifica a Sforzo Assiale/Momento Flettente.
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interaction between the two. In contrast, surface structures are designed for the inertial forces caused by
ground accelerations. The simplest approach is to ignore the interaction of the underground structure
with the surrounding ground. The free-field ground
deformations due to a seismic event are estimated,
and the underground structure is designed to accommodate these deformations. This approach is satisfactory when low levels of shaking are anticipated or the
underground facility is in a stiff medium such as rock.
And this is the applied method, but referring to geometries which could not allow the use of the simplified closed form solutions and required the adoption
and proper calibration of numerical analyses. Thus,
coming to an innovative approach which is now looking forward more application cases to be implemented on, in order to develop a better dynamic soilstructure interaction and eventually evaluate the effect of high velocity pulses generated near fault
sources on underground structures.
The procedure could be applied not only to tunnels in rock, with an almost linear behaviour: some
more calibrations are under study in order to generalise the procedure and apply it also to soft ground
tunnels. However, it can be assessed that it is applicable also to tunnels excavated in soils, which exhibit a
clearly non linear behaviour: in this case it would be
possible to compute the shear strain γmax with a simple equivalent linear approach [BILOTTA et al., 2007].
In the past, seismic design of tunnel structures
has received considerably less attention than that of
surface structures, perhaps because of different conception about the safety of most underground structures. Despite this understanding, in the last few
years, increasing interest is given to the seismic effect of underground structures, but a significant disparity exists among engineers as far as design philosophy, loading criteria and methods of analysis
are concerned. The hope is that a new codification
might be put in place in this field, as it happened in
the field of the seismic effects on surface structures.
Research is still going on and thanks to a wide
number of papers appeared over the last few years,
we can hope to improve our knowledge on the
largely unknown world of seismic effects on tunnels.
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Progetto e costruzione di gallerie in
condizioni di elevato rischio sismico. Il
caso della linea Kadikoy-Kartal della
metropolitana di Istanbul
Sommario

Il continuo sviluppo delle tecnologie a servizio della
progettazione e della costruzione delle gallerie rende sempre più
attuale la tematica legata alla vulnerabilità di queste opere in
presenza di eventi sismici, in particolare laddove queste si
inseriscano all’interno di reti di viabilità e trasporto di importanza
strategica. Il caso della tratta Kadikoy-Kartal della metropolitana
di Istanbul rappresenta dunque un ottimo esempio di come una
molteplicità di problematiche, di tipo idro-geologico e tettonico, si
fondano con quelle tipiche degli scavi in ambiente urbano, ponendo
un forte accento sulla necessità di appropriate analisi di rischio a
garanzia della funzionalità del servizio di pubblica utilità anche
immediatamente dopo eventi sismici. Negli ultimi anni, un
crescente interesse si è diffuso nei confronti degli effetti sismici su
strutture in sotterraneo, ma esiste ancora un vuoto procedurale e
normativo che si spera possa essere colmato, analogamente a quanto
avvenuto nel campo delle strutture in elevazione. In attesa che ciò
avvenga, gli autori propongono, attraverso una applicazione ad
un caso concreto (la progettazione di strutture in sotterraneo della
Linea Kadikoy-Kartal) un approccio semplificato per la
valutazione degli effetti del sisma nelle gallerie, limitatamente al
caso di direzione di propagazione delle onde di taglio
perpendicolare al suo asse che porta alla ovalizzazione della sezione
strutturale. Generalmente la stima della vulnerabilità sismica delle
opere sotterranee profonde si può ottenere seguendo due approcci:
nel primo si adottano soluzioni in forma chiusa (approccio
disaccoppiato), nel secondo si valuta l'interazione terreno-struttura
tenendo conto del comportamento non lineare del terreno e
dell'accelerogramma di progetto facendo ricorso alla modellazione
numerica (approccio accoppiato). Il metodo semplificato proposto
risulta un ibrido tra i due citati, basato su una modellazione
numerica agli elementi finiti che simula l'effetto di ovalizzazione
nella sezione che si ipotizza nei procedimenti analitici. Dopo
opportuna calibrazione, il metodo può essere esteso ai casi in cui,
vista la complessità geometrica delle strutture, non sia possibile
applicare una soluzione in forma chiusa e successivamente per
l’analisi del comportamento nella direzione longitudinale.
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